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Abstract
With the advent of fiber optic transmission systems and Wavelength Division Multiplexing,
the amount of information that can be carried over a single fiber is soaring. With
increasing deployment of fibers in ne
networks,
tworks, the risk of losing large volumes of traffic due
to a link failure has also increased tremendously. Failure recovery is a challenging issue in
the mesh network topologies. There are different tradeoffs between ring and mesh
restoration. An important element of the architecture is how much recovery to plan.
Another important problem in optical fiber networks with wavelength division multiplexing
is that of traffic grooming. The capacity of a single wavelength channel has been
increasing constantly reaching
ching at the level of 10 to 40 GHz/channel. At the same time
individual user requirements are not increasing at the same rate although the overall
number of users and applications are increasingly dramatically. Thus, it is important to
accommodate all the applications while utilizing the resources efficiently. Traffic grooming
is a technique for multiplexing different sub
sub-wavelength
wavelength capacity traffic requirements on a
single wavelength so that the wavelength and hence the capacity requirements of the
whole network
etwork is minimized. We provide a brief overview of trends and technologies for
survivable network design and restoration architectures in mesh optical networks and
traffic grooming.
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